
Your Key to Driving Business Agility

Strategic Portfolio 
Management



Are Your Transformation Investments At Risk?
IDC predicts that digital transformation investment will hit $3.5 trillion annually 

by 2026. But without business agility – the ability to quickly adjust and respond 

to unexpected disruptions like a global pandemic, an economic downturn or a 

new competitor – Gartner predicts a staggering 70% of that investment won’t 

deliver the expected business outcomes. 

What’s Stopping You From Achieving Business Agility?
Most organizations are comprised of disconnected silos (departments, people, 

products, services, technology, etc.). Without a 360 degree view across 

everything, it’s impossible to have the information you need at your fingertips 

to make timely decisions and ensure that all investments are continuously 

aligned with strategy. 

 

 

Business Agility Takes A Village

Business agility is not driven by just one function. Agility demands that all 

people and functions – transformation offices, enterprise & business architects, 

domain PMOs, business & technology leaders –do more than just deliver their 

piece of the puzzle. Each must work together to adopt the strategic portfolio 

management processes required to improve the decision-making that drive 

business agility. 

Strategic Portfolio Management:  
Your Business Agility Engine
Strategic portfolio management is the key to driving business agility.  

By combining comprehensive strategy execution with business and enterprise 

architecture best practices, it enables you to generate a dynamic blueprint 

of your entire business so you can continuously align and orchestrate all 

investments with strategy to maximize business outcomes.



Align all investments & people with  
strategic priorities

Effectively communicate strategy across the 

organization to get everyone on the same page, 

and ensure all investments- both operational  

and strategic- are continuously aligned with 

strategic priorities.

Communicate where you’re going and  
if you’re on course

Powerful multi-year strategic and technical 

roadmaps help you communicate where you 

need to go, identify dependencies and orchestrate 

all work across the organization, and effectively 

measure progress.

Establish a 360 degree view of your  
entire organization

Break down silos to connect all departments, 

people, portfolios, products, services, technology, 

initiatives etc., and create a dynamic blueprint  

of your business, delivering the information you 

need make timely and informed decisions.

Easily model and understand the  
business impact of any decision 

With all information at your fingertips, you can 

easily model and analyze the impact of any  

change within – and across – any portfolio,  

assess options and adjust course.

Continuously optimize all investments  
and resources

A connected enterprise provides you with complete 

transparency across all investments and resources, 

helping to optimize costs and maximize that most 

precious of all assets, your people. 

Become an outcome-driven business 

With the entire enterprise aligned, it’s easy to 

identify expected benefits, define measurement 

criteria and metrics, validate performance, and 

implement corrective actions when variances occur.

The Business Value of 360 Strategic Portfolio Management
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Select just the components 
that are right for you 

UMT360 Strategic Portfolio Manager 

combines comprehensive strategy 

execution with business and 

enterprise architecture best practices. 

Choose just the capabilities you 

want, build the solution over time, 

or implement them all together for 

one comprehensive strategic portfolio 

management solution.

Our Proven Approach Helps 
Ensure Success

Technology alone is never a silver bullet. 

Strategic portfolio management success 

can only be achieved when the right 

processes are combined with the right 

tools.  That philosophy informs UMT360’s 

proven approach, a unique process 

framework we call VIC (Visibility, Insight 

and Connect). Using VIC, we’ll help 

you create the strategically aligned and 

connected enterprise you need today, 

with a roadmap to help guide your future 

evolution and growth.

Quickly & Easily Enable 

the Specific Capabilities 

You Need to Drive Agility

• Strategy definition & 
Outcome Management

• Budgeting and forecasting

• Resource Capacity Planning

• Strategic Roadmaps & 
dependency management 

• Portfolio what-if-scenario 
analysis

• Health / performance 
reporting across all 
initiatives

• Rationalize and align IT 
and Business value

• Regulatory Compliance 
Impact

• Capability Mapping

• Target State Modeling

• Architecture Transparency 
and Consistency

• Visibility of Impact across  
the Enterprise


